
 

Five ways fish are more like humans than
you realize
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You've probably heard that fish have a three-second memory, or that
they're incapable of feeling pain. Neither of these statements is true, but
it's telling that these misconceptions don't crop up for other vertebrates. 

Perhaps it's because fish appear so different from us. They don't seem to
have any capacity for facial expression, or vocal communication—and
we don't even breathe the same air. Collectively, these differences put
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http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20170426-why-fish-do-not-deserve-their-reputation-for-forgetfulness
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/08/130808123719.htm


 

fish so far away from humans that we struggle to relate to them.

But when scientists have conducted experiments to discover more about
fish—including their neurobiology, their social lives and mental
faculties—they've found time and time again that fish are more complex
than they're often given credit for. Above all, fish seem to have more in
common with us than we might like to admit.

In my research I often work with zebrafish—the aquatic lab rat. Here are
five fascinating things that I, and other researchers, have discovered
about them and their kind.

1. Fish lose their memory as they age

As humans age, our memories decline. Scientists work to understand the
biology of cognitive decline in order to predict how we can help people
age better and develop treatments for conditions such as Alzheimer's
disease and dementia.

In humans, working memory—the mental process that we use to carry
out everyday tasks—declines as we get older. My colleagues and I found
something similar when we observed zebrafish at six and 24 months of
age swimming around in a Y-shaped maze.

We found that the older fish struggled to navigate the maze compared to
younger ones. What's more, when we designed a virtual version of the
task for humans, we found that people in their 70s showed exactly the
same deficits as fish.
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt14bssx9
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/mild-cognitive-impairment/symptoms-causes/syc-20354578
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Working_memory
https://brainandbehaviourlab.jimdofree.com/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.3758/s13428-020-01452-x?mc_cid=547790ee2b&mc_eid=%5BUNIQID%5D&error=cookies_not_supported&code=4d6ad3aa-c687-42cd-8806-000ff03c9448
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/02/05/2020.06.05.136077.full.pdf


 

  

The navigating abilities of fish can deteriorate after a certain age. Credit: Ethan
Daniels/Shutterstock

2. Fish like the same drugs as humans

I mean, they really like them. Biologists Tristan Darland and John
Dowling at Harvard University in the US found that zebrafish 
particularly like cocaine, which they tested by dangling the drug in their
tank when the fish hung around a certain visual pattern. This preference
for cocaine was heritable too. Offspring of fish with a penchant for the
drug passed it on to their children—a pattern reported in humans.

Zebrafish also show patterns of compulsive drug-seeking seen in people
suffering with addiction. Caroline Brennan's research group at Queen
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https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/off-north-sulawesi-indonesia-plethora-small-126712838
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/off-north-sulawesi-indonesia-plethora-small-126712838
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/98/20/11691.full.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1360-0443.2008.02213.x
http://brennanlab.sbcs.qmul.ac.uk/


 

Mary University of London found that fish would put up with being
chased with a net if it meant gaining access to cocaine.  

Working with Brennan's group and Pfizer, we tested a range of other
drugs—opiates, stimulants, alcohol and nicotine—to see what zebrafish
can tell us about the abuse potential of new drugs (something that has to
happen before they're licensed). It turned out they loved them all. 

Except, that is, THC—the main psychoactive ingredient in cannabis. It
seems zebrafish wouldn't make great hippies.

3. Fish remember their friends

You probably already know that fish are social animals. They can
synchronize their behavior in schools so that each individual mirrors the
movements of their neighbor and the group appears to move as one.

What you probably didn't know is that individual fish can also recognize
another fish from their own group (by smell, typically). Young fish
prefer their own relatives, but as they get older, adult females prefer
familiar females but unfamiliar males. This ultimately helps to prevent
inbreeding.

Fish retain this memory for 24 hours, preferring to approach a new fish
rather than the last one they spent time with. This shows that their social
memories are strong, blowing the whole "three-second memory" rumor
out of the water.
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https://jeb.biologists.org/content/211/10/1623
https://jpet.aspetjournals.org/content/363/1/66?casa_token=zE3v2ifhYIwAAAAA:WTwBF3qb9zcIphk1Blkm20fNvWDDUl8SpnKgLV_c8oIR7mIwV9ysi8IviXB3xTnk8EpoZqDJY5vm
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0003347206001096?casa_token=XF66hW1vyBEAAAAA:qZzK8T1VopPiTmtecMSYJ7IQUxxJMptyxkC9KeOojQEuz93jAxOMBjqfiGDNILzyWtnKbH-3fBA
https://oliveiralab.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/madeira_olvieira_2017.pdf


 

  

Fish can recognise friends and family. Credit: Bignai/Shutterstock

4. Fish feel pain

They really do. In 2003, biologists Victoria Braithwaite and Lynne
Sneddon, then at the University of Edinburgh and the Roslin institute,
put acid in the lips of trout. The fish showed classic pain
responses—moving away, rubbing their lips on the bottom of the tank,
increasing their respiration—which disappeared completely once the fish
were given a painkiller.

The question remains though, how do fish experience pain? What does
pain mean to the animal? Pain is not just the perception of a physical
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https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/japanese-koi-fish-swim-pond-isolate-1558675907
https://www.wellbeingintlstudiesrepository.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1043&context=acwp_vsm
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event, such as stubbing your toe. It is often an emotional experience too.
Some researchers think fish don't experience pain in this way, essentially
arguing that although they feel pain, they aren't mentally capable of
having an emotional response to that pain, and so their suffering should
concern us less. This is because, they argue, fish lack parts of the brain
that, in humans and other higher vertebrates, are associated with the
mental experience of pain.

But this argument is no longer so convincing. Decades of work show that
all manner of shapes, sizes and organizations of brain exist in nature, and
that many complex behaviors arise in animals lacking the apparent brain
structures that have been linked, in humans and other primates, to these
higher processes. 

In fact, it seems that brain structures themselves may be less important
than we thought, so fish could have a more sophisticated experience of
the world than we imagine, albeit using a brain that's quite different to
ours.  

5. Fish can be impatient

In my lab, we're interested in something called impulse control. This is
someone's ability to plan their behavior and wait for the best time to
perform it. Poor impulse control is a trait seen in people with a range of
psychiatric conditions, including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
addiction, or obsessive compulsive disorder.

We trained zebrafish over several weeks in a series of trials using a
purpose-built tank. In each trial, fish had to wait for a light to come on at
the opposite end of the tank before they could swim into a chamber to
get food. If they swam in early, they were disappointed with no food,
and had to start all over again. We saw huge variation in their ability or
desire to wait. Some fish were very impatient, while others didn't mind
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3152687/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4356734/
https://phys.org/tags/pain/
https://www.gatsby.ucl.ac.uk/workshop-2004/references/brownandbowman.pdf
https://www.gatsby.ucl.ac.uk/workshop-2004/references/brownandbowman.pdf
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/49297826/Bari_2013_Inhibition_and_Impulsivity-_behavioral_and_neural_basis_of_response_control..pdf?1475439143=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DInhibition_and_impulsivity_Behavioral_an.pdf&Expires=1617039989&Signature=avou16IY~NO9rto8SpC1-dsl57Hj4sjpX4xkyGFC260vEykJedqzsMjhYDuK13iP07CjCfJ8TgXBhf44fslcGxeqB-1UqU0plQ3E~kjbHLf1hbXWrprKoRrfJ7Ealer4SmfFv~97I~KBOdLRcFgliZ4p1jzkts2htiAxt2umxVrd8Z5vIrJ4Xjnk0LUOxwzmBRSC5cDLNwKvdgD46~K~CuNOQjxoUeRlygp7r3bK9g00aIXwunQRAhSbFFu~3-snBrIh8zaIOZ2uOWlPq-uQ27mqqNtyp0vOlNAfhcL2dH3oWFKbKzonZrtsMYvVZiaWmQoLTDquY9E~fJ3HQHakNg__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnsys.2013.00065/full


 

waiting. We even found that a drug used to treat ADHD also makes fish
less impatient.

So, perhaps next time you see a fish you'll think twice before dismissing
it as a waterborne automaton, fit only for tartare sauce and mushy peas. 

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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